TRACTION CONCEPT «REHABILITATION» IN THE FRENCH MEDICINE SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT  
Given the increase on the planet of the number of people with congenital birth defects, technocratization of society, an increase in the number of persons with disabilities was expected at the beginning of the 21st century to one billion consequently, disability is a worldwide social phenomenon, which should be the focus of every country, its bodies of state power and administration, scientists and physicians, psychologists and educators, specialists in physical culture and sports. So, we see that under the concept «réadaptation» (f) in France, a set of tools and methods used by the relevant specialists to rehabilitate persons with disabilities, as well as simply patients, in order to return them to the maximum possible conditions of everyday life. The twentieth century in France is characterized by the creation of a number of organizations whose activities are aimed at working with such people.
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According to international organizations, every 10 inhabitants of the Earth are disabled, almost 30 million people each year get injuries and various injuries. Given the increase on the planet of the number of people with congenital birth defects, technocratization of society, an increase in the number of persons with disabilities was expected at the beginning of the 21st century to one billion consequently, disability is a worldwide social phenomenon, which should be the focus of every country, its bodies of state power and administration, scientists and physicians, psychologists and educators, specialists in physical culture and sports.

Rehabilitation is a process aimed at providing disability achievements and supporting their optimal physical, sensory, intellectual, mental, as well as social levels of activity that would contribute to a higher level of autonomy. Rehabilitation may include measures to maintain and / or restore functions, or to compensate for loss or lack of function or functional limitation. The rehabilitation process begins literally from the first medical care. It covers a wide range of activities and activities ranging from basic and general rehabilitation to actions aimed at achieving the ultimate goal, for example, professional rehabilitation.

Let's consider the definition of «rehabilitation» / «réadaptation» (f) in French. The term «réadaptation» (f) appears for the first time in the Le Nouveau dictionary Petit Robert in 1897, and the verb «réadapter» / «rehabilitate» in 1899 [5]. In 1933, the terminological phrase «réadaptation» (f)
fondationnelle» / «functional rehabilitation» was recorded in the sense of «mitigating the consequences of an accident, manipulations (massages, electrotherapy, kinesiotherapy, etc.) in order to return to normal life, especially to professional activity» [7].

In the Dictionnaire du Handicap (2011), the interpretation of «réadaptation» (f) is consistent with WHO's interpretation: «a complex process aimed at restoring the social significance of a single individual», while specifying that «it is about securing the transition from medical care to assistance and support in public life, which is as much as possible adapted to the needs» [10, p. 281]. In «Dictionnaire de kinésithérapie et réadaptation» (2007), the term «réadaptation» (f) is «a reduction in the functional consequences of health problems (results of surgery, injuries, various pathologies) in order to restore the best living conditions and, if possible, the re-inclusion of a person into a social and professional life» [4, p. 445].

According to researchers Inès Kramers-de Quervain and Otto Knüsel, «rehabilitation is a coordinated set of medical, social, professional, technical, pedagogical means aimed at improving the patient's functional abilities and allowing them to maximize their possible independent activities and participation in the aggregate daily activities within their capabilities» [6].

The history of rehabilitation is a large volume of knowledge that covers the field of restriction (biological, human and social future changes of the traumatized person) and the field of professional and institutional practices related to rehabilitation and functional recovery [9]. In the first half of the twentieth century, we are witnessing the creation of a number of organizations of this kind in France: «Association des aveugles en France» / Association of the Blind People of France (1917); «Ligue pour l'adaptation des diminués physiques au travail» / LADAPT / «Association for Adaptation to the Work of Persons with Disabilities» (1929); «Association des Paralysés de France» / APF – «Association of French Paralyzed People» (1933); «Commission de reclassement des diminués physiques» / «Commission for the retraining of persons with physical disabilities» (1942); «Fédération Nationale des Associations de Postcure» / «National Association of Medical Controls of Patients after Treatment» (1944), which in 1951 was renamed to «Fédération Nationale des Associations de Postcure, de rééducation fonctionnelle, professionnelle des diminués physiques» / «National Federation of Associations of Medical Control of Patients after Treatment, Functional and Professional Restoration of Disabled Persons»; «Association des papillons blancs» – «Association for the Assistance to Mentally Disabled Persons» (1949); «Comité d'entente des grandes fédérations d'aveugles et d'invalides civils» / «Unions Committee of the Blinds and Disabled Citizens Federations» (1951); «Fédération Nationale des Malades Infirmes et Paralysés» / «National Federation of Persons with Disabilities and Paralyzed» (1953) [1].

In 1954 the «Regional Institute of Rehabilitation» was founded («Institut Régional de Réadaptation»), which provided «early short-term rehabilitation in the hospital» («rééducation précoce en milieu hospitalier de court séjour»), «rehabilitation in a specialized institution using methods using a variety of equipment» («rééducation en milieu spécialisé incluant les techniques d'appareillage») and «professional rehabilitation / retraining» («réadaptation professionnelle») [1]. Article 15 of decree 50-134 of January 30, 1950, requires each French medical facility to provide functional rehabilitation services, or if it is not possible to send its patients to another rehabilitation center, public or private, with which the relevant agreement has been signed [1].

Today in France there is a large number of different institutions, institutions and associations aimed at working with persons with disabilities. Example, AFA / Association (f) Française d'Appareillage – Association for Research, Improvement and Dissemination of Equipment for Persons with Disabilities; AFIGAP / Association (f) Francophone Internationale des Groupes d'Animation de la paraplégie – International French-speaking Association of People Affected by Paraplegia; AFM / Association (f) Française contre les Myopathies – French association for the fight against myopathy; AGEFIPH / Association (f) de gestion du fonds pour l'insertion professionnelle des personnes handicapées – Association for the management of funds for the professional employment of disabled people; ANMSR / Association (f) Nationale des Médecins Spécialistes de médecine physique et de réadaptation – National Association of Physicians and Rehabilitation Medicine; CAMPS / centre (m) d'action médico-sociale précoce – Medical and Social Center for Early Detection, Diagnosis, Treatment, Rehabilitation and Supervision of Disabled Children (under 6 years of age); CNOM / Conseil (m) National de l'Ordre des Médecins – The National Council for the Official Organization of Physicians in France (with the proper entry of each physician); EHPAD / établissement (m) d'hébergement pour personnes âgées dépendantes – institution for accommodation and accommodation of dependent elderly people; ERRF / Entretiens (m, pl) de Rédéducation et de Réadaptation Fonctionnelles de Montpellier – Meetings on Topical Issues and Rehabilitation and Functional Rehabilitation Challenges in Montpellier; FEDMER / Fédération (f) Française de Médecine Physique et de Réadaptation – French Federation of Physical and Rehabilitation
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